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ABSTRACT
As robots and other actuated mechanisms get smaller, so must their moving parts. A
novel flexure-based joint was developed for Squishbotl by a team at MIT, which can
be made small (sub-cm), or much larger. Here, pseudo-rigid-body modeling is used
in conjunction with the geometry of the joint mechanism in order to create analytic
models of the forces at play in the joint, so as to better enable their design and use.
Two mechanisms are analyzed: one in which the flexure is pinned to the moving
legs, and one in which it is fixed.
Systems of equations are generated for fixed flexure and pinned flexure joints,
which are provided for the reader to use in order to develop their own mechanisms,
and optimize them to their own applications. The fixed flexure, no leg contact model
is tested for a particular configuration, and less than 3% error is found between the
experimental and model data. The advancement of small (sub-cm) actuated
mechanisms will push forward the development of small robots, and expand the
terrains and applications in which robots can work.
Thesis Supervisor: Martin L. Culpepper
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction
For the DARPA Chemical Robots Challenge, a team from MIT and Boston Dynamics
developed Squishbotl - a soft robot small enough to fit through 1cm holes, and then
self-propel [1]. In the development process, there was a need for sub-centimeter,
stiff joints, and one was designed a built that takes advantage of flexure mechanics.
This novel flexure-based joint will be analyzed and further understood throughout
this paper.
The project goal is to better understand the mechanics involved in small flexure-
based joints, and quantify the expected required external actuation forces and
robustness to impact. By working towards providing design tools for these flexure-
based joints, it will be easier for engineers to design these joints for their particular
application, whether they are large- or small-scale. There is particular need for new
small-scale joints, so by making this design and model available, it will become
possible to design and optimize
new, better joints for a multitude
of small-scale robotic projects.
Numerically-solvable analytic
solutions are found for holding
force as a function of joint length
for pinned- and fixed-flexure Figure 1 - Fixed-flexure joint prototype built for testing. A
pinned-flexure model would allow flexure-end rotation
joint models (shown in Figure 1), relative to each of the legs.
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and the fixed-flexure model is experimentally tested for a single case, showing less
than 3% error. More testing will be required to confirm the model in different
geometric parameter ranges.
11
Chapter 2: Approach
In order to better understand the joint mechanism, this paper seeks to generate a
force profile of the joint as it is opened and closed, as a function of its geometric
parameters. Based on this, the mechanisms robustness to impact and material
failure can then be analyzed.
All final model equations are given as functions of non-dimensionalized parameters,
which should enable users to size the system based on their functional
requirements.
The only material property directly affecting the flexure force model is the flexure's
Young's Modulus. However, in order to ensure that the flexure material does not
yield or break, the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength must also be taken
into consideration.
2.1 The Mechanism
The joint mechanism consists of two "legs," which are long rigid members with
curved ends. At some point along the leg, a flexure is attached via a pinned or fixed
support. Attached to each leg is also a "pin" which blocks the flexure from passing
through it. The joint is then actuated by a string or cable that is controlled by a
motor or other power source. The benefits of the mechanism are that it can be built
12
at a small (sub-centimeter) scale quite easily, as the parts are simple, and the flexure
can be made very thin.
Figure 2 - Squishbotl robot using the flexure-based joint. Each leg is about 2cm long [1].
2.2 Definitions
R(r), 2D(2d),
Rp(r,)
X p(z,)
Flexure length
LF(2C)
I
3
I
X(X)
Figure 3 - Labeled geometric dimensions (and associated non-dimensional parameters)
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The following dimensional and associated non-dimensional parameters will be used
throughout this paper, and are all listed here for convenience. The expected values
of each are also given, where applicable.
LL - Length of leg from base pivot to center of radius, 1 = LLLL
R - Radius of leg joint contact, r = R; r < -0.5
D - Smallest distance between the two legs d = E; d ;> 0
LL
0 - Angle each leg makes with the horizontal
X - Distance between the bases of both legs, x = -; x < -2.2LL
LF - Length of unbent flexure, c = F0< c 2
2LL
YF - Distance between base of leg and base of flexure, yf = ;z < 1
eyYp - Leg-axial distance between base of flexure and pin, Yp = L; q < 1
LL
Xp - Leg-radial distance between base of flexure and pin, x., = Lp xP < -r <1
A - Distance between the ends of the flexure
E - Young's Modulus of flexure
I - Moment of Inertia of flexure
2
F(X) - Force required to hold joint in position as a function of X, f = FLLEI
LFA 
<
m= ;m<1
LF
14
FXpS =
t FXL
Ki= ; non-dimensional moment applied to a flexure segment with length Li
2.3 Assumptions
The model and calculations discussed in this paper make a couple key assumptions.
First, it is assumed that the deformation of the legs is negligible as compared to that
of the flexure, and the legs are thus treated as rigid. It is also assumed that there is
negligible friction between the flexure and pin, such that the force of the pin on the
flexure is purely normal. It is also assumed that the flexure material undergoes large
deflection, but that its elongation is negligible. In addition, the states in which the
flexure does not make contact with the pin are unstable and fleeting, and thus the
focus will be on the two cases when the flexure is in contact with both of the pins,
and the legs may or may not be in contact with one another.
15
Chapter 3: Pseudo Rigid Body Model
The Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model developed by Larry L. Howell [2] models large
deflection flexures as rigid links with torsional springs between them. Using this
model, an analytic solution to the joint system dynamics can be found, such that the
effect of each parameter can be better understood.
The motion of the joint system is dictated by the large deflection of the flexure, and
the constraints imposed by interactions between the pins and flexure, legs with one
another, and legs and flexure. Depending upon the configuration, it is possible for
the pins and the flexure to be or not to be in contact, and for the legs to be in contact
with one another, or not. Each case must be modeled separately, and then the
bounds of model applicability, and transfer conditions between models be found
and applied.
The goal here is to, for each case, determine the full force profile of a joint system
from its completely open to completely closed state.
16
Figure 4 - All possible contact cases - the no pin contact ones are unstable and fleeting, and thus only the
pin contact cases will be analyzed here
3.1 Fixed-Fixed Flexure Modeling
The Pseudo-Rigid-Body modeling technique treats fixed-fixed flexures (those in
which there are applied moments and loads on each end) as two symmetric halves,
each of which is pinned-fixed. The applied moment is modeled as an initial beam
curvature, and the loads are then applied to the curved beam [2].
The non-dimensionalized moment-induced curvature is defined as
MLF (1)
2 EI
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Values of modeling parameters y, p (related to the effective rigid body lengths) and
Ko are given in Howell Table 5.2 [2], and can be fitted in order to create a
continuous model.
p = 0.84 - 0.047Ko (2)
y = 0.84 - 0.0 27Ko (3)
K0 = 0.225Ko 2 - 0.261KO + 2.64 (4)
The non-dimensionalized tangential load is:
FtLi2  Fr (L z (5)
E =f = KOO -O6i)
where 6, is the effective natural position of the torsional spring, which can be very
well estimated by a linear function of the non-dimensionalized curvature, Ko, using
the suggested Ko and y values from Howell Table 5.2.
/__b__ (1 -cosKo(6
6: = atan - i = atan ~ - SK 0.62KO (6)(ai - Ll (1 - ) (sin(KO) - KO(1 -y
Thus, the equation above can be simplified to:
f L) = (0.225K 02 - 0.261K0 + 2.64)(6 - 0.62KO)F (K
which will be later used in modeling the flexure joint.
The maximum stress is:
6PL nP (8)
o-max = ;-(l - y + p cos 6 + n p sin 6)--
where w is the width of the flexure, h is the thickness, L is the modeled segment
length, P is the force perpendicular to the fixed segment, and n the ratio between
18
parallel force to the fixed segment inwards and P [2]. This should be used to ensure
that the chosen flexure material does not yield.
3.2 Fixed-Pinned Flexure Modeling
Fixed-pinned flexures are modeled as two rigid beams with a torsional spring in
between. The two effective rigid bars have lengths yLi and (1 - y)Li, and the non-
dimensionalized tangential load is:
FtL.z Fr L z29= f- KOO (9)
EI F(TL
where y and Ko are both piecewise functions of n, the horizontal over vertical
force in fixed coordinates, as given in [2], and Li is the length of the flexure portion
being modeled.
In fixed-pinned segments, the maximum stress is:
6PL nP (10)
o-max = h z (1 - y(1 - cos 0) + n y sin 0) w~mx=wh( ~) h
where w is the width of the flexure, h is the thickness, L is the modeled segment
length, P is the force perpendicular to the fixed segment, and n the ratio between
parallel force to the fixed segment inwards and P.
3.3 Fixed Flexure Model
The following model is developed in the particular case that the flexure has a fixed
contact point with each leg, as opposed to pinned. Thus, a moment can be applied on
the leg by the flexure, and vice versa.
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3.3.1 Pin - Leg Case
Fixed Flexure - XPM
. . (LL-YF~P)cosG-XpsinePin + Leg *O+Rp .in *A +OR-)+R
Contact (+s-t)
VF re A + 0,
vF Y**n-X'e""+Ree"W 2)
tF ------ --
Y Xsino
F XLP -...--..
YPc.GO+XPsinG Rpecc(OA+/B)
X= 2(LL cOSe + R) - .
vF -m)L(-y) m)LPpB
(1-( m)Lp( ;Bij?F(1 -7A tF (s- (s-t)F
(s*t)F'tlB'B Me.
0OwIA Mp M
mLFPA KA
2
/0 tFL
M/MA X XPM
F'(mL/2)(pa COS$+(1 - IA)cos OA): (1 - m)Lp/2(pB + (1- -'y) eOsB).
Figure 5 - Diagram of mechanism and Pseudo-Rigid-Body model of a fixed flexure mechanism with pin
and leg contact
In the case where the flexure contacts the pin, the flexure is modeled as four fixed-
fixed segment, two on each symmetric half, split at the contact point with the pin.
The fixtures are modeled as being at the pin point, with variable angles, so that the
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moment and forces on the free end cause curvature in the same direction. There is
known to be an internal moment in the flexure material at the contact point
between the two models, which is modeled as MA.
The horizontal distance between the leg and pin contacts, XLP, and between the pin
contact and mirror point, XPM, and the vertical distance between the leg and pin
contacts, YLP, must be equated between the leg-configuration and flexure model.
XLP =P CoS 0 + X sin 0 (11)
- Rp sin 2 ) = mLF/2 (P cos 0 + (1- yA) cos OA)
XPM ( A __ B_ (12)
_(1 -m)LF
= 2 (PB +(~YB cos0B)
YLP = Ysin0 -Xpcos0 +R cos + B) (12)
= mLFI2 (PA sin 0 + (1 - yA) sin OA)
All of these can be converted to non-dimensional equations by dividing by the total
leg length.
Xip = yp cos0+ x, sin0- rp sin(A + ) =mc(PA COS0+ (1- YA)cOSOA) (14)
Xpm = (1-y-y)cos0-xpsin0+rpsin 2 +r (15)
= c(1 - m)(pB + (- YB) CoS OB)
yip = yp sin - x, Pcos 0 + rpcos +2 = mc(pA sin 0 + (1 - y) sin O ()
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Similarly, the length between leg actuation points, X, can be related to the device
dimensions:
X = 2(LL CoS 0 +R) -> x= 2(cos6 +r) (17)
The joint legs, and each modeled portion of the flexure must be in static equilibrium
with balanced forces and moments. The forces are balanced by notation, but the
moment balance equations must be found.
E moments = 0 -> M = MA
leg
= YF sin 8 F - sFYLP - vFXLp + (1 + s - t)F(LL - YE) sin 0
Z moments = 0 -* Mp = MA + tFYLp + vFXLp
flex A
(1 - m)LF(B1.
moments = 0 -+ MB =Mp-(s-t)F 2 sm GB
flex B
The non-dimensionalized moment is indicated by Ki = , and the non-
Ed
L2
dimensionalized force by f L
EI
MALA
"" =EI (YF sin6 F - sFYLP - vFXLP + (1 + s - t)F(LL - YF) sin 8) L
=fmc(yf sin - s y - v x, + (1+ s - t)(1 - y) sin 0)
KB = EL = fc(1 - m)[yf sin 0 - sy,, + (1 + s - t)(1 - y) sin 0 + tyl,
- (s - t)(1 - m)c(1 - yB) sin B]
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
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The estimated curvature at point P is the radius of the circle that lies tangent to the
two connecting PRB links, at the midpoint of the shorter, such that:
EI (23)(1 - m)LF( 
- YB)
2tan (^- Bj 2 )
YF sin G F - (s - t)FYp + (1 + s - t)F(LL - YF) sin 0
Combining with the earlier found equation, the above equation is found, which can
be non-dimensionalized to;
tan (OA - OBI) (24)
= fc(1 - m)(1 - yB) [Yf sin 0 - (s - t)ylp
+ (1 + s - t)(1 - y) sin 0]
The pin should exert only a normal force on the flexure, assuming the pin-flexure
interface is frictionless, and thus the net force should be perpendicular to the flexure
at that point, where the flexure angle is estimated by OA OB:2
(8 + GB = S (25)tan 2/
2 V
Finally, from the PRB model, the following relationship between the model variables
and tangential force and moment applied is known:
f = (0.225 2 - 0.261Ko + 2.64)(6 - 0.62Ko) (26)
For the flexure A model:
Ft = F(t sin G + v cos G) -+ (0.225KA 2 - 0. 2 6 1KA + 2.64)(G - GA - 0.62Ko) (27)
= fc 2 (1 - m) 2 (t sin G + v cos G)
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For flexure B in the model, however, there is no tangential force:
Ft = 0 -+AO = O = Oi= 0. 6 2KB (28)
Unfortunately, numerically solving this system rarely works. There are a number of
possible reasons. First off, the weakest assumption is that the radius of curvature of
the flexure at the pin can be estimated by finding the embedded circle intersecting
one of the neighboring model flexure members. While approximately true, enforcing
this rule may ruin the system solution. In addition, the flexure modeled in segment A
may undergo inversion, in which case another model must be used, which in this
instance, unfortunately, is not fully defined and solvable. Future work should look in
this area, and use a combination of different model types and data collection to
improve the model.
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3.3.2 Pin - No Leg Case
Fixed Flexure -
Pin Contact
vF,
XPM
(LL-YF-YP)coeO-XPainO
:4 -*\+Rpsin (2A + ) +R+D
siU
(s+I)F:
F i
Ypcos9+Xpsin0-Rpcc(OA + )
LP
Yp-sin - -Xpc -s-- GA +
~j~j4psinO
YFX(OL
X=2(LLOosO+R+D)*
vF
2
ar O6 A M
KA
~hl
:0 (s+ I)F ................. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
**MMA XLP XPM
vF(mLF/2)(PA co + (1 - -y) cos #A) (1 - m)LF/2(ps + (1 - -yB) cos1):
Figure 6 - Diagram of mechanism and PRB model for fixed flexure with pin contact
In the case where the legs are not in contact with one another and the flexure is in
contact with the pins, the system is modeled much like in the previous case, with the
exception that there is no force acting at the legs' contact with another, and there is
25
mLFpA
2.
MB : * *
F
& Of & 0 *
(1 - m)Lp(l - -fB)
2
10 n KB
some distance, 2D, between the legs' closest point. By adding in d, and substituting
t=s+1, the following set of governing equations can be found by the exact method
described in the previous section.
The model positions must match the corresponding leg positions:
x, = ypcos0 + xsin0 - rp sin 2 )=mc[pAcos0 + (1 -YA)cosGA]
xpm = (1~yf -p)cos -xp sin +r, sin 2 r + d
= c(1 - m)pB + (1 - yB) CoS BI
yip = yp sin 0 - x cos +rcos 2 +CB) = mc[pAsinG + (1 -yA)sinA]
x= 2(cos0+r+d)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
The moment must be balanced on the leg and each flexure model segment:
KA = fmc(yf sin 0 - s yip - v xlp)
KB fc( -m)[yf sin 0 + yp +(1-m)c(1 - yB) sin OB
tan (GA - B1 2 ) = fc(1 - m)(1 - yB)[Yf sinG + Yip]
(33)
(34)
(35)
To ensure that the pin force is solely normal:
(36)
tan + B) V
According to the PRB model for segment A:
(0.22 5KA 2 - 0.261K + 2.64)(G - GA - 0.62KA)
= fc 2 (1 - m) 2 ((s + 1) sinG + vcosG)
(37)
No tangential force on segment B:
(38)GB= 0. 6 2 KB
The system exits this state when the two legs hit, i.e. d ; 0.
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The system was numerically solved and plotted with baseline values:
Yf = 0.4; r = 0.05; yp = 0.4; x, = 0.015; r, = 0.01; c = 0.7 (39)
By varying these values slightly, it can be found thatf(x) increases with increases in
the leg-lengthwise pin offset,yp, pin radius, rp, and decreases in the flexure length, c,
flexure base offset,yf, and leg-length-perpendicular pin offset, xp, assuming all else
held constant.
Non-dim force for fixed flexure system with pin, but no leg, contact
Increased yF
-Baseline
5Z Increased y,
-increased x
increased r,
- Increased c
U
4
3.5-
0.6 0.8 1 12 1.4 1.6
XXL
Figure 7 - Plot of non-dimensional force as a function of x, and system parameters, modulated in order to
determine increasing/ decreasing relationship. Magnitudes are not important here, as th magnitude of
each variable's change differed.
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3.4 Pinned Flexure
The following model is developed in the particular case that the flexure has a pinned
contact point with each leg, as opposed to fixed. Thus, no moment can be applied on
the leg by the flexure, nor vice versa.
28
3.4.1 Pin and Leg Contact Case
Pinned Flexure -
Pin + Leg
Contact (I+
vF
tF
vF
Yp cos9+ Xp sin# -
= 2(LL CO 0
XPM
(LL -YP - YP)o-Xp$in9
. A(o +e.A) +R
YLP I /OA9++08YPslnG- Xpcos9+RPcos 2 a
Yr sinO
------ ----- aXLP
RP cos (A!+)
-" Yrcose
+ R) i;
vF
MLp(1 - A)
2 a~
tF IA 09
~P
'A Mp
mLF7A/2 KA
47~4 XLP
VF*(MLF/2) (VACOS OP + (I - IA) COOOA):
(1 - m)LF(1 -8) (1- m)LPp
2 -,m2
I (s-t)F
p
XPM
(- m)14 / 2 (pB + (1 -YBi) cWOsB):
Figure 8 - Diagram of mechanism and PRM model for pinned flexure joint with pin and leg contact
For the joint mechanism with a pinned flexure, a similar process is used as for the
fixed flexure mechanism.
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F
First, the known flexure distances must be matched between the leg and PRB
models
The horizontal distance between the leg and pin contacts, XLP, and between the pin
contact and mirror point, XPM, and the vertical distance between the leg and pin
contacts, YLP, must be equated between the leg-configuration and flexure model.
XLP = Ycos 6 + Xp sin0 (40)
Rp sin( 2 B) = mLFI 2 (yA CoS Op + (1 - yA) CoS OA)
XpM = (L - F Yp)cos 0 - Xp sin + R sin(AB)+R (41)
_(1 -m)LF
(1 2 (PB +(-YB) coS B)
YLp = Y, sin0 - Xp cos 6 + Rp cos (GA + B) (42)
mLF
= 2 (yAsinOp+(1--yA)sin6A)
All of these can be converted to non-dimensional equations by dividing by the total
leg length.
Xip = y cos 6 + x sin 0 - rp sin 2 ) =mc (YA cos OP + (1 - YA)COSA) (43)
Xpm =(1- y yp)cos6 -xnsin8 +irsin + r (44)
= c(l - m)(pB +(- yB) CoS OB)
yi =yP sin 0 - x cos 0 + rp co 2 B) mc(ysin Op + (1 - y) sinOA) (45)
X is related to the device dimensions:
X = 2(LL cos 0 + R) -+ x = 2(cos 0 +r) (46)
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and the moment must balance on each leg and flexure model segment.
Imoments =0 = YFsin 0 F - sFYLP - vFXip + (1 + s - t)F(LL - YF) sin0 (47)
leg
moments = 0 -> Mp = F(tYP + vXLp) (48)
flex A
moments = 0 -+ MB = Mp - (s - t)F 2  sinOB (49)
flex B
The previous three equations can be converted to non-dimensional parameters by
dividing by LL and F:
0 = yf sinG -syp - Vxip + (1+s - t)(1 -yf)sin8 (50)
MBLB (1
KB = El = fc(1 - m)(ty1 , + vxl, - c(s - t)(1 - m)(1 - yB) sin OB) (51)
Again, estimating the curvature at internal moment at the flexure-pin interface, and
enforcing that the force of the pin on the flexure is only normal:
MP= (1 - m)L( - yB) = F(tYLP + VXLP) (52)
2tan (OA - GB!)
tan ('A - B 2 ) = fc1 - m)(1 - YB)[t Yip + V Xip] (53)
tan - s (54)2 v
Finally, the constraints inherent to the PRB model must be applied. For the flexure A
pinned-fixed model, the tangential and normal portions of the force must be found,
and from this, the model parameter n :
FT = F(v cos Op + t sin Op) (55)
FN = F(v sin Op+ t cos Op) (56)
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t sin OA +v cos 6 (57)
t Cos O - v sin OA
F L2 (58)t A = fm2 C2 (v cos 6 + t sin6p) = Ko(6 - OA)
EI
For pinned-pinned flexure B in the model, there is no tangential force, hence:
B 0.6 2 KB (59)
Figure 9 shows the numerically solvedf(x) for the following system parameters:
Yf = 0.3; r = 0.05; y, = 0.5; x, = 0.04; r, = 0.01; c = 0.56 (60)
By slightly changing the system parameters, the effect of each variable can be
partially realized (magnitude of change visible in plot is inconsequential):f(x)
increases with increases in the relative flexure length, c, distance between flexure
base and pin,yp and xp, and flexure base offset from leg base,yf, and decreases in r.
32
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U-
Non-dim force for pinned joint with pin and leg contact
0.4 0.6 0.8
- Baseline
- Increase yF
- Increase r
Increase yp
Increase xP
Increase rp
Increase c
1.2 1.4
x=X/LL
Figure 9 - Plot of non-dimensional force as a function of non-dimensional displacement in order to look
at the increasing/decreasing relationship between different system parameters (qualitative)
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1.6
3.4.2 Pin Contact Case
Pinned Flexure -
Pin Contact
vF
XPM
(LL -YF- YP)cos -XPinO
+. (sin + )+R D
vF
(s+I)F
F YF 
sin 0
XLP .'
Yp cosa + XP sina - RP cos( A 2
YP COS -
-- X = 2(Li CosO+ R+D)
mLF(1 - yA)
2
KA
vF (1-m)Lp(1- 'B) (1 - m)LPB
t(s+2)F 2 - F
FS V -OB KB Me -
AMI
.... ... ...................................... 
-....
XPM
A) COO OA): (1 - m)LF/2(pg + (1 - YB) CMOBG):
Figure 10 - Diagram of mechanism and PRB model for pinned flexure joint with only pin contact
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The pinned flexure case in which the legs do not make contact can be treated nearly
identically to the case in which the legs do contact one another, except that the
forces on each piece must balance without the leg contact force, and there is an
additional distance between the two legs.
Xip = yp cos 0 + x, sin G - r sin ( 2A + GB) =mc (yA cosO + (1 - YA) cosA) (61)
Xpm (1 - yp) cos 0 - xp sin 0 + r, sin(A B + r + d (62)
= c(1 - m)(pB + (1 -YB)COS B)
yip =y sin - x, cos + r, cos ( B) = mc(yA sin Op + (1 - y) sinA) (63)
x = 2(cos 0+r+d) (64)
and the moment must balance on each leg and flexure model segment
0 = yf sin - sy, - xIp (65)
MBLB (6
KB = EL = fc(1 - m)((s + I)yip + vxlp + c(1 - m)(1 - yB) sin GB) (66)
Again, estimating the curvature at internal moment at the flexure-pin interface, and
enforcing that the force of the pin on the flexure is only normal:
tan (GA - B/) = fc(1 - m)(1 - yB)[(S + 1) Yip + V Xp] (67)
( 6 +GB _ S (68)tan 2
Finally, the constraints inherent to the PRB model must be applied. For the flexure A
pinned-fixed model, the tangential and normal portions of the force must be found,
and from this, the model parameter n :
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(s + 1) sin OA + v Cos OA (69)
n (s + 1) Cos OA - v sin OA
F L2 (70)-L -= fm2c2(vcosP + (s + 1) sinOp) = Ko 
-(O ) (7EI
For pinned-pinned flexure B in the model, there is no tangential force, hence:
OB= 0.6 2KB (71)
By numerically solving forfas a function of x, the plot shown in Figure 11 can be
found. This example is for
yf = 0.5; r = 0.05; yp = 0.4; x, = 0.04; r, = 0.01; c = 0.56 (72)
as the baseline. As shown,f(x) increases with increases in the pin radius, rp, moving
the pin closer to the leg tips,yp, decreasing the flexure holding offsetyr, and
decreasing the flexure length, c, all else held constant. Changing the radius of the leg
tips has no effect, as would be expected. Note that in the other cases, some effects
may be secondary, for example, decreasing the flexure holding offset without
increasing the flexure length will effectively shorten the flexure length. The green
points on the increasedy, line indicate that in those positions, the legs would touch,
and the pin and leg contact model should be used instead, as was discussed in the
previous section. Also noteworthy is that the plot does not show the entire range of
motion from completely open to completely closed, as the PRB model has
limitations as to moments and deflections it can accurately model - points not
shown were numerically insolvable. The system moves to the pin and leg contact
state when d 0.
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Non-dim force for pinned joint with pin, but no leg, contact
9-
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increase r (no effect)
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7-
J6
LL
5-
4-
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
x=X/gL
Figure 11 - Plot of non-dim force for a pinned flexure joint with pin contact.
3.4.3 Full Analytical Model System
The two cases (pin contact with and without leg contact) can be combined into a
single system function by switching between the cases when the legs hit one
another. Figure 12 shows a couple example system functions, with the baseline as
yf = 0.48; r = 0.05; yp = 0.48; x, = 0.04; r, = 0.015; c = 0.56 (73)
and then small deviations from that. It is interesting to note that the force is much
more variable when the legs are in contact with one another as compared to when
they are not. By tuning all of the parameters, many different system functions can be
achieved - the Matlab code used to generate these functions is thus available in the
appendices.
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Non-dim force for pinned joint system
6
5
0.6 0.8 X=XLL
1.2 1.4
Figure 12 - System model for pinned flexure joint system, with qualitative differences caused by
parameter changes shown
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Chapter 4: Experimental Model
In order to also gather experimental data on the behavior of the joint system, an
experimental model was designed, built and tested, with a fixed-support flexure.
4.1 Design
The large-scale testing model is made primarily of ABS. The legs are 11.43 cm (4.5
inches) long, and have a groove in which sits a fixed flexure holder, which can be
bolted in at multiple locations. Each fixed flexure holder has a cut slot in which in
insert the flexure, and a setscrew in order to hold it in, with another block and
flexure on the back, in order to create side-to-side stability. One end of the fixture is
held, and a string attached to the force sensor on one end is then used to pull on the
free leg, along the axis between the two leg endpoints. The assembly is shown in
Figure 13, and in Figure 14 with the sensor also attached.
Figure 13 - Experimental model for fixed flexure joint, showing nickel flexure
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Figure 14 - Testing setup, including force sensor and string-actuated joint
4.2 Results
The mechanism was tested by incrementally pulling the string with the force sensor,
and recording the displacement vs. force. Then, with the known elastic modulus
values for each material, and measured dimensions, force values and displacements
were converted to non-dimensional parameters f and x, shown plotted in Figure 15.
Three experiments were run, and the individual and average results with three
standard deviation upper and lower bounds are shown. The constant system
parameters are
r = 0.125; x, = 0.081; yp = 0.38; r, = 0.031; c = 0.48; yF = 0.66 (74)
Also shown in Figure 15 are the modeled values forf(x) given the geometric non-
dimensional parameters. The modeled values are only available when the legs are
not in contact, due to the outstanding issues in that part of the model. Note that the
modeled values are a near perfect match to the measured values - the largest error
between the modeled and average test values is still less than 3%. The main source
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of error in the model likely comes from the assumption of the radius of curvature
and thus internal moment at the pin. Any experimental error likely stems from
instabilities in holding the force sensor. Nonetheless, the fixed-flexure model for the
case with no leg contact clearly creates an accurate model, at least for the
parameters tested (no data from the improved experimental model was omitted).
Testing Data for Non-Dim Force for Fixed Flexure System
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Figure 15 - Testing data for fixed flexure system
4.3 Pinned Model Discussion
While a pinned flexure experimental model was never built, some insight can be
gained by comparing the pinned flexure model results with the fixed flexure
experimental results, for the same set of geometric parameters, as shown in Figure
16. The first feature of note is that the models align until the pinned flexure model's
legs make contact, at which point it becomes stiffer. However, around x=0.7, where
the fixed flexure model was experimentally found to make leg contact, the two sets
of the data intersect, and the pinned-flexure model becomes the less rigid of the two,
which again is intuitive, given that each data set's leg positions are the same from
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that point down, but the pinned flexure model allows more freedom to the flexure,
which decreases the force. Thus, without any direct experimental testing of the
pinned flexure model, all of the expected traits relative to the fixed flexure are
found.
Comparison of Fixed Flexure Experiental Data with Pinned Flexure Model
20
- Pinned Flexure Model
- Fixed Flexure Experimental Data (dashed)
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Figure 16 - Comparison between Fixed Flexure Experimental Data and Pinned Flexure Model Data
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Chapter 5: Results and Conclusions
The final results are sets of numerically-solvable systems of equations for fixed
flexure and pinned flexure joints, as they have no usable closed-form solution.
Therefore, the reader, depending on his/her application, may choose to set certain
parameters, and optimize the remaining geometric parameters around those, or
choose materials to use, and optimize for their application. Based on ease of
assembly or exact system behavior, they may compare and contrast, and choose
between the fixed or pinned flexure models - the behavior is roughly similar until
the joint legs make contact, at which point the fixed-flexure joint becomes the stiffer
of the two. In order to enable the solution to many different functional
requirements, the Matlab code to generate force profiles for any joint has been made
available in the Appendices. Experimental testing has confirmed a case of the fixed
flexure, no leg contact model, to less than 3% error, and the pinned flexure model
exhibits the expected features relative to fixed flexure experimental data.
Future work will revolve around improving the PRB model for the fixed flexure leg
and pin contact case to incorporate flexure inversion, as well as additional
validation testing to better understand the bounds of the given models. Through
testing, the assumed flexure curvature and internal moment at the pin may also be
improved.
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Appendices
In Appendices A-F, the MATLAB code used to solve the system of equations in each
of case is provided, so that the reader may easily solve systems with different sets of
system parameters, or modify and test the model.
Appendix A: Pinned Model System Code
MATLAB code for the pinned flexure model, which plots the non-dimensionalized
force (f) as a function of the non-dimensionalized leg system width (x), given the
system geometry parameters.
function [] = pinnedFULLSYSTEM2()
hold on
%change system parameters here
yf=0.5;
r=.05;
yp=0.5;
xp=.04;
rp=.01;
c=0.56;
params=[yp, xp, rp, c, yf, r];
state=1;
options = optimset('MaxFunEvals', 2000000, 'MaxIter', 200000);
fl=[];f2=[];f3=[];xl=[];x2=[];x3=[i;n2=[];k2=[];d2=[];
for x=[2:-.1:.4]
if state==1
pnl = @(inputs)pinnedPIN_NOLEG(inputs, [params,x]);
[outputs,fval, exit]=fsolve(pnl, [1,1,1,1], options);
outs=pinned_PIN_NOLEG(outputs, [params,x] ,1);
f=outs (1);
n=outs(4);
if (isreal(f) && exit==1 && n>-5)
d=outs(2);
if d<0
state=2;
plot(x2(end),f2(end),'ro')
else
f2(end+1)=f;
x2 (end+1)=x;
end
end
end
if state==2
pl = @(inputs)pinnedPINLEG(inputs, [params,x]);
[outputs,fval, exit]=fsolve(pl, [1,1,1,1], options);
outs=pinnedPINLEG(outputs, [params,x],1);
f=outs(1);
n=outs(3);
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if (isreal(f) && exit==1 && n>-5)
f2(end+1)=f;
x2(end+1)=x;
end
end
end
plot(x2,f2, 'r')
end
Appendix B: Pinned Model, Pin and Leg Contact Code
MATLAB code for the pinned flexure model, pin and leg contact case, which returns
the error for a given set of input parameters. This function is used in the system
model to minimize the error to zero, and find the system solution.
function [ error ] = pinned_PINLEG( input, params, result)
s = input(1);
thetaA = input(2);
kappaB=input(3);
t=input(4);
yp=params(1);
xp=params(2);
rp=params(3);
c=params(4);
yf=params(5);
r=params (6);
x=params (7);
error=[];
theta=acos(x/2-r);
rhoB = 0.84 - 0.047*kappaB;
gammaB = 0.84 - 0.027*kappaB;
thetaB=0.62*kappaB;
v=s/tan( (thetaA+thetaB)/2);
n=((s+1)*sin(thetaA)+v*cos(thetaA))/((s+1)*cos(thetaA) -v*sin(thetaA));
if n>0.5
gammaA=0.841655-.00067807*n+0.000438*nA2;
elseif n > -1.8316
gammaA= 0.852144-0.182867*n;
else
gammaA= 0.912364+.0145928*n;
end
if n>10
Kta=2.56597;
elseif n>-1
Kta = 2.654855-0.0509896*n+.0126749*nA2-.00142039*nA3+0.584525*10^-
4*nA4;
elseif n> -2.5
Kta = 1.967647-2.616021*n-3.738166*nA2-2.649437*n^A 3-0.891906*n^4-
0.113063*n^A5;
else
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Kta = 3.024112+0.121290*n+0.003169*n^2;
end
xlp=yp*cos(theta)+xp*sin(theta)-rp*sin((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
m=1-((1-yf-yp)*cos(theta)-
xp*sin(theta)+rp*sin((thetaA+thetaB)/2)+r)/(c*(rhoB+(1-
gammaB)*cos(thetaB)));
thetaP=acos( (xlp/(m*c)-(1-gammaA)*cos(thetaA) )/gammaA);
ylp=yp*sin(theta)-xp*cos(theta)+rp*cos((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
ylp2=m*c*(gammaA*sin(thetaP)+(1-gammaA)*sin(thetaA));
f=Kta*(thetaP-thetaA)/(MA2*cA2*(v*cos(thetaP)+t*sin(thetaP)));
error(l)=ylp-ylp2;
error(2)=yf*sin(theta)-s*ylp-v*xlp+(1+s-t)*(1-yf)*sin(theta);
error(3)=kappaB-f*c*(1-m)*(t*ylp+v*xlp-c*(s-t)*(1-m)*(1-
gammaB)*sin(thetaB));
error(4)= f*c*(1-m)*(1-gammaB)*(t*ylp+v*xlp)-tan((thetaA-thetaB)/2);
if nargin==3
error=[f, kappaB, n];
end
end
Appendix C: Pinned Model, Pin and NO Leg Contact Code
MATLAB code for the pinned flexure model, pin contact only case, which returns the
error for a given set of input parameters. This function is used in the system model
to minimize the error to zero, and find the system solution.
function [ error ] = pinnedPIN_NOLEG( input, params, result)
s = input(1);
thetaA = input(2);
kappaB=input(3);
theta=input (4);
yp=params(1);
xp=params (2);
rp=params(3);
c=params(4);
yf=params(5);
r=params (6);
x=params (7);
error=[];
rhoB = 0.84 - 0.047*kappaB;
gammaB = 0.84 - 0.027*kappaB;
thetaB=0.62*kappaB;
v=s/tan((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
n=((s+l)*sin(thetaA)+v*cos(thetaA))/((s+1)*cos(thetaA)-v*sin(thetaA));
if n>0.5
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gammaA=0.841655-.00067807*n+0.000438*n^2;
elseif n > -1.8316
gammaA= 0.852144-0.182867*n;
else
gammaA= 0.912364+.0145928*n;
end
if n>10
Kta=2.56597;
elseif n>-1
Kta = 2.654855-0.0509896*n+.0126749*n^2-.00142039*nA3+0.584525*10^-
4*n^4;
elseif n> -2.5
Kta = 1.967647-2.616021*n-3.738166*n^2-2.649437*n^3-0.891906*n^4-
0.113063*n^5;
else
Kta = 3.024112+0.121290*n+0.003169*n^2;
end
d=x/2-r-cos(theta);
xlp=yp*cos(theta)+xp*sin(theta)-rp*sin((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
m=1-((1-yf-yp)*cos(theta)-
xp*sin(theta)+rp*sin( (thetaA+thetaB)/2)+r+d)/(c*(rhoB+(1-
gammaB)*cos(thetaB)));
thetaP=acos( (xlp/(m*c)-(1-gammaA)*cos(thetaA) )/gammaA);
ylp=yp*sin(theta)-xp*cos (theta)+rp*cos( (thetaA+thetaB) /2);
ylp2=m*c*(gammaA*sin(thetaP)+(1-gammaA)*sin(thetaA));
f=Kta*(thetaP-thetaA)/(mA2*cA2*(v*cos(thetaP)+(s+1)*sin(thetaP)));
error(l)=ylp-ylp2;
error(2)=yf*sin(theta)-s*ylp-v*xlp;
error(3)=kappaB-f*c*(1-m)*((s+1)*ylp+v*xlp+c*(1-m)*(1-
gammaB)*sin(thetaB));
error(4)= f*c*(1-m)*(1-gammaB)*( (s+1)*ylp+v*xlp)-tan((thetaA-
thetaB)/2);
if nargin==3
error=[f,d, kappaB, n];
end
end
Appendix D: Fixed Model, System Code
MATLAB code for the fixed flexure model, which plots the non-dimensionalized
force (f) as a function of the non-dimensionalized leg system width (x), given the
system geometry parameters.
function [ ] = fixedFULLSYSTEM(
hold on
yf=0.4;
r=0.125;
yp=0.6;
xp=0.1;
rp=0.02;
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c=0.75;
params=[yp, xp, rp, c, yf, r];
state=l;
options = optimset('MaxFunEvals', 2000000, 'MaxIter', 200000);
fl=[];f2=[];f3=[];xl=[];x2=[];x3=[];n2=[];k2=[];d2=[];
for x=[2:-.1:.4]
if state==1
pnl = @(inputs)fixedPINNOLEG(inputs, [params,xj);
[outputs,fval, exit]=fsolve(pnl, [1,1,1,1,1], options);
outs=fixedPIN_NOLEG(outputs, [params,x],1);
f=outs(1);
d=outs(2);
n=outs(3);
if (isreal(f) && exit==1 && n>-5)
if d<=0
state=2;
plot(x,f,'bo')
else
f2(end+1)=f;
x2(end+1)=x;
end
end
end
if state==2
pl = @(inputs)fixe d_PINLEG(inputs, [params,x]);
[outputs,fval, exit]=fsolve(pl, [1,1,1,1,1], options);
outs=fixedPINLEG(outputs, [params,x],1);
f=outs(1);
if (isreal(f) && exit==1)
f2 (end+1)=f;
x2 (end+1)=x;
end
end
end
plot(x2,f2,'b')
end
Appendix E: Fixed Model, Pin and No Leg Contact Code
MATLAB code for the fixed flexure model, pin-contact-only case, which returns the
error for a given set of input parameters. This function is used in the system model
to minimize the error to zero, and find the system solution.
function [ error ] = pinnedPINNOLEG( input, params, result)
s = input(1);
thetaA = input(2);
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kappaB=input(3);
theta=input(4);
yp=params(1);
xp=params(2);
rp=params(3);
c=params(4);
yf=params(5);
r=params(6);
x=params(7);
error=[];
rhoB = 0.84 - 0.047*kappaB;
gammaB = 0.84 - 0.027*kappaB;
thetaB=0.62*kappaB;
v=s/tan((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
n=((s+1)*sin(thetaA)+v*cos(thetaA))/((s+1)*cos(thetaA)-v*sin(thetaA));
if n>0.5
gammaA=0.841655-.00067807*n+0.000438*n^2;
elseif n > -1.8316
gammaA= 0.852144-0.182867*n;
else
gammaA= 0.912364+.0145928*n;
end
if n>10
Kta=2.56597;
elseif n>-1
Kta = 2.654855-0.0509896*n+.0126749*n^2-.00142039*nA3+0.584525*10^-
4*n^4;
elseif n> -2.5
Kta = 1.967647-2.616021*n-3.738166*n^2-2.649437*n^3-0.891906*n^4-
0.113063*n^5;
else
Kta = 3.024112+0.121290*n+0.003169*n^2;
end
d=x/2-r-cos(theta);
xlp=yp*cos(theta)+xp*sin(theta)-rp*sin((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
m=1-((1-yf-yp)*cos(theta)-
xp*sin(theta)+rp*sin((thetaA+thetaB)/2)+r+d)/(c*(rhoB+(1-
gammaB)*cos(thetaB)));
thetaP=acos((xlp/(m*c)-(1-gammaA)*cos(thetaA))/gammaA);
ylp=yp*sin(theta)-xp*cos(theta)+rp*cos((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
ylp2=m*c*(ganmaA*sin(thetaP)+(1-gammaA)*sin(thetaA));
f=Kta*(thetaP-thetaA)/(mA2*c^2*(v*cos(thetaP)+(s+1)*sin(thetaP)));
error(1)=ylp-ylp2;
error(2)=yf*sin(theta)-s*ylp-v*xlp;
error(3)=kappaB-f*c*(1-m)*((s+1)*ylp+v*xlp+c*(-m)*(-
gammaB)*sin(thetaB));
error(4)= f*c*(1-m)*(1-gammaB)*((s+1)*ylp+v*xlp)-tan((thetaA-
thetaB)/2);
if nargin==3
error=[f,d, kappaB, n];
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end
end
Appendix F: Fixed Model, Pin and Leg Contact Code
MATLAB code for the fixed flexure model, pin and leg contact case, which returns
the error for a given set of input parameters. This function is used in the system
model to minimize the error to zero, and find the system solution.
function [ error ] = fixedPIN_LEG( input, params, result)
kappaB = input(1);
kappaA = input(2);
s=input(3);
thetaA=input(4);
t=input(5);
yp=params(1);
xp=params(2);
rp=params(3);
c=params(4);
yf=params(5);
r=params(6);
x=params(7);
error=[];
rhoB = 0.84 - 0.047*kappaB;
gammaB = 0.84 - 0.027*kappaB;
rhoA = 0.84 - 0.047*kappaA;
gammaA = 0.84 - 0.027*kappaA;
Kta = 0.225*kappaA^2 - 0.261*kappaA + 2.64;
thetaB = 0.62*kappaB;
v=s/tan((thetaA+thetaB)/2);
theta=acos(x/2-r);
ct=cos(theta);
st=sin(theta);
m=(yp*ct + xp*st - rp*sin ((thetaA + thetaB)/2))/(c*(rhoA*ct + (1 -
gammaA)*cos (thetaA)));
xlp = yp*ct + xp*st - rp*sin ((thetaA + thetaB)/2);
ylp = yp*st - xp*ct + rp*cos ((thetaA + thetaB)/2);
ylp2 = m*c*(rhoA*st + (1 - gammaA)*sin (thetaA));
f=kappaA/(m*c*(yf*st-s*ylp-v*xlp+st*(1+s-t)*(1-yf)));
error(1) = (1 - m)*c*(rhoB + (1 - gammaB)*cos (thetaB))-((1 - yf -
yp)*ct - xp*st + rp*sin ((thetaA + thetaB)/2) + r);
error(2)=ylp-ylp2;
error(3) = f*c*(1 - m)*(1 - gammaB)*(yf*st -(s-t)*ylp+(1+s-t)*(1-
yf)*st) -tan((thetaA-thetaB)/2);
error(4) = f*c*(1 - m)*(yf*st -s*ylp+(1+s-t)*(1-yf)*st+t*ylp-(s-
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t)*c*(1-m)*(1-gammaB)*sin(thetaB)) -kappaB;
error(5) = (1 - m)A2*cA2*f*(t*st + v*ct) -Kta*(theta - thetaA -
0.62*kappaA);
if nargin==3
error=[ f];
end
end
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